Covers Carriers Cases

FLEXA

As the name “FLEXA” suggests, this foil is used to produce flexible
packaging solutions like blisters that can be folded, bent, or twisted.

Benefits at a glance:
• High durability
• Patient-friendly
• Child-resistant features
• Personalization and serialization
on primary packaging
• Convenient on-the-go use

Perfect for on-the-go use.
What is FLEXA?

At Constantia Flexibles, we strive to make life easier not only for our customers, but for
theirs as well. So, when we explored new ideas for single-dose oral delivery, making
it more user-friendly was a top priority. The result is FLEXA, an innovative packaging
solution that combines the best of all worlds: the easy push-through action of a blister,
the pleasant look and feel of a flexible strip pack, and the superior barrier properties our
products are known for. Manufacturers find it user-friendly, too – FLEXA is a “drop-in”
technology for use on existing strip pack lines with no modifications.

Why use FLEXA?

Thanks to its unique design, FLEXA is resistant, comfortable, and easy to wear. The
convenient push-through opening operates just like a conventional blister, but without
the use of eco-unfriendly PVC and chlorine. Our application team can modify the pushthrough force needed to access the product for everything from child-resistant to easyto-open solutions. Because this mechanism only works from back to front, the product
information printed on the primary packaging will not be damaged by opening individual
cavities. FLEXA also offers an easy tear mechanism to separate individual cavities or
groups of tablets, with specific information (day, color, expiration, dose, etc.) digitally
printed on each cavity – an important asset for treatments in which the dose varies from
one tablet to another. Additional personalization and serialization options on the primary
packaging round off the range, making FLEXA a highly versatile packaging solution.

Full flexibility – also regarding your
required needs.
Where to use it?

This packaging solution is suitable for:
• pharmaceutical oral dosage forms such as pills and tablets, and
• on-the-go use (pocket- and bag-friendly).

What should first-time
users know?

Constantia Flexibles offers personalized service for first-time users of FLEXA,
ensuring close collaboration with clients until production is running smoothly
and as designed. Contact our product development and application team
to find the ideal solution for your individual needs, whether it is adapting
to different specifications, tablet sizes, and shapes, or incorporating anticounterfeiting, child-resistant, and easy-to-open features.

And the specifications?

Easy-to-open features
Various possible materials available on the front and back, e.g.,
PET 12 μm / extruded LDPE 12 g / ALU 9 μm / ionomer 23 g
APERTA* can be added to the front
Child-resistant features
Various modifications depending on customer requirements and regional
regulations. To learn more about the available options, get in touch with our
dedicated team.
* APERTA (formerly TOF) is an opening feature that uses microperforation to weaken the
PET film without compromising the barrier properties (no damage to the aluminum layer).
While easy to open for seniors, APERTA is difficult for children to open due to the pushthrough force required – which we can naturally modify to your specifications.

FLEXA is the perfect packaging for on-the-go use.

Want to know more?
Constantia Flexibles International GmbH
Pharma@cflex.com | cflex.com

Product leaflet printable on packaging – even
with specific information for single cavities.

Constantia Flexibles produces flexible pharmaceutical packaging solutions,
but we don’t stop there. We ensure people get their medication safely, even
if they tend to take it on the go – just one of the ways we help save lives.

